CALL FOR PAPERS 2022

C&T | N.º 7
The international journal of art and anthropology of images, Cinema & Território, intends
to gather, in its n. º7-2022 under the theme VARIA -, works that mirror an interdisciplinary
and diversified vision, through an extended contribution to the vast area that the concept
of territory brings us and cinema promotes.

***
THEME: VARIA
For issue n. º 7 of Cinema & Território journal, the central theme will be VARIA, to allow
for a diverse range of contributions, whose themes cross several scientific fields related
to cinema and the territories in which it moves, whether in the genre or field of study that
conditions/shapes the gaze on the screen. To vary is to leave the mainstream, to be
permeable to less expected artistic contagions. It is to “drink” from a driving artistic
expression and breathe new life into it. In the same way that musical variation contains a
formal technique, but equally triggers a free alteration made of melodic, rhythmic, or
orchestration changes, variation or variety in cinema also presupposes starting from a
basic disciplinary formality to embark on a journey through expressions, languages, and
impulses only limited by the artist's imagination. In the encounter between cinema and
territory, we invite potential authors to submit proposals that reflect variety, variation,
and vary, or in other words, the interdisciplinary confluence, the richness of expressions,
and the countering of uniformity.

SCHEDULE
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Deadline for abstract submission: April 30, 2022
Notification of acceptance of abstract: May 15, 2022
Article Deadline: July 02, 2022
Communication of paper acceptance: until July 31, 2022
Paper submission deadline: September 30, 2022
Publication date: November/December 2022

Contributions are accepted in Portuguese, English, French, and Spanish.
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PhD researchers and professionals may present papers. Papers by doctoral students
supervised by their supervisors are allowed.
Proposals should be sent to ct-review@mail.uma.pt and must comply with the journal's
“Instructions for Authors” available at: https://ct-journal.uma.pt/instrucoes-para-autores/
For more information regarding this electronic publication, please visit the journal's
website at: https://ct-journal.uma.pt/
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